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Visual inference with the
nullabor 📦



nullabor + ggplot2
You can construct the null data "by hand" as you have done for Exercise 4 (d) in tutorial 9.

You will then need to create null plots and then randomly place the data plot to present the lineup.

You'll need to know which one is the data plot so you can tell if viewer's chose the data plot or not.

The nullabor package makes it easy to create the data for the lineup and you can use ggplot2 to
construct the lineup.

library(nullabor)
library(tidyverse) # which includes ggplot2
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Case study 2  Potato scab infection Part 1/4

Experiment was conducted to investigate the
effect of sulfur on controlling scab disease in
potatoes.

There were seven treatments in total: control plus
spring and fall application of 300, 600 or 1200
lbs/acres of sulfur.

Employs a completely randomised design with 8
replications for control and 4 replications for other
treatments.

W.G. Cochran and G. Cox, 1957. Experimental Designs, 2nd ed. John Wiley, New York. 4/17

📊 data R

file:///Users/mlyd0001/teaching/eda/eda-private/release/lectures/lecture-11B.html?panelset=%F0%9F%93%8A#panelset_%F0%9F%93%8A
file:///Users/mlyd0001/teaching/eda/eda-private/release/lectures/lecture-11B.html?panelset=data#panelset_data
file:///Users/mlyd0001/teaching/eda/eda-private/release/lectures/lecture-11B.html?panelset=r#panelset_r


Case study 2  Potato scab infection Part 2/4

We are testing  vs.  at least one mean is different to others.

Here we don't have to many observation per treatment so we can use a dotplot.

For the method to generate null, we consider permuting the treatment labels.

method <- null_permute("trt")

Then we generate the null data, also embedding the actual data in a random position. Make sure to set.seed to

get the same random instance.

set.seed(1)
line_df <- lineup(method, true = cochran.crd, n = 10)

## decrypt("h8RX 5IvI ne TAynvnAe kQ")

: = =. . . =H0 μ1 μ2 μ7 :H1
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Case study 2  Potato scab infection Part 3/4

glimpse(line_df)

## Rows: 320
## Columns: 5
## $ inf     <int> 9, 12, 18, 10, 24, 17, 30, 16, 10, 7, 4, 10, 21, 24, 29, 12, 9, 7, 18, 30, 18
## $ trt     <fct> S3, F12, S3, F3, O, F3, F12, O, S12, F6, O, F6, S3, F3, O, F12, O, O, S6, S12
## $ row     <int> 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1,
## $ col     <int> 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 1, 2,
## $ .sample <dbl> 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,

The .sample variable has information of which sample it is.

One of the .sample number belongs to the real data.

line_df %>% 
  ggplot(aes(trt, inf)) +
  geom_point(size = 3, alpha = 1/2) + 
  facet_wrap(~.sample, nrow = 2) +
  theme(axis.text = element_blank(), # remove data context
        axis.title = element_blank())
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Case study 2  Potato scab infection Part 4/4

decrypt("bhMq KJPJ 62 sSQ6P6S2 ua")

## [1] "WTG8 BCDC w3 Oz5wDwz3  NA"
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Case study 3  Black Cherry Trees Part 1/4

Data measures the diameter, height and volume of timber in 31
felled black cherry trees.

We �t the model

fit <- lm(log(Volume) ~ log(Girth) + log(Height),
          data = trees)

fit_df <- trees %>% 
  # below are needed for lineup
  mutate(.resid = residuals(fit),
         .fitted = fitted(fit))

Atkinson, A. C. (1985) Plots, Transformations and Regression. Oxford University Press. 8/17

📊 data R

file:///Users/mlyd0001/teaching/eda/eda-private/release/lectures/lecture-11B.html?panelset1=%F0%9F%93%8A2#panelset1_%F0%9F%93%8A2
file:///Users/mlyd0001/teaching/eda/eda-private/release/lectures/lecture-11B.html?panelset1=data2#panelset1_data2
file:///Users/mlyd0001/teaching/eda/eda-private/release/lectures/lecture-11B.html?panelset1=r2#panelset1_r2


Case study 3  Black Cherry Trees Part 2/4

We are testing  errors are  vs.  errors are not .

We will use the residual plot as the visual statistic.

For the method to generate null, we generate residuals from random draws from .

method <- null_lm(log(Volume) ~ log(Girth) + log(Height),
                  method = "pboot")

Then we generate the lineup data.

set.seed(2020)
line_df <- lineup(method, true = fit_df, n = 10)

## decrypt("h8RX 5IvI ne TAynvnAe k2")

:H0 NID(0, )σ
2 :H1 NID(0, )σ

2

N(0, )σ ̂ 2
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Case study 3  Black Cherry Trees Part 3/4
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📊 R

file:///Users/mlyd0001/teaching/eda/eda-private/release/lectures/lecture-11B.html?panelset2=%F0%9F%93%8A3#panelset2_%F0%9F%93%8A3
file:///Users/mlyd0001/teaching/eda/eda-private/release/lectures/lecture-11B.html?panelset2=r3#panelset2_r3


Case study 3  Black Cherry Trees Part 4/4

We can have:

method = "pboot",

method = "boot" or

method = "rotate" 
for different (and valid) methods to generate null data when �tting a linear model.

method <- null_lm(log(Volume) ~ log(Girth) + log(Height),
                  method = "boot")

We can also consider using a different visual statisitc, e.g. QQ-plot to assess normality.
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Case study 4  Temperatures of stars Part 1/2

The data consists of the surface temperature in Kelvin degrees of 96 stars.

We want to check if the surface temperature has an exponential distribution.

We use histogram with 30 bins as our visual test statistic.

For the null data, we will generate from an exponential distribution.

line_df <- lineup(null_dist("temp", "exp", list(rate = 1/mean(dslabs::stars$temp
                  true = dslabs::stars,
                  n = 10)

## decrypt("h8RX 5IvI ne TAynvnAe ku")

Note: the rate in an exponential distribution can be estimated from the inverse of the sample mean.
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Case study 4  Temperatures of stars Part 2/2
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📊 R

file:///Users/mlyd0001/teaching/eda/eda-private/release/lectures/lecture-11B.html?panelset3=%F0%9F%93%8A4#panelset3_%F0%9F%93%8A4
file:///Users/mlyd0001/teaching/eda/eda-private/release/lectures/lecture-11B.html?panelset3=r4#panelset3_r4


Case study 5  Foreign exchange rate Part 1/2

The data contains the daily exchange rate of 1 AUD to 1 USD between 9th Jan 2018 to 21st Feb 2018.

Does the rate follow an ARIMA model?

data(aud, package = "nullabor")
line_df <- lineup(null_ts("rate", forecast::auto.arima), true = aud, n = 10)

## Registered S3 method overwritten by 'quantmod':
##   method            from
##   as.zoo.data.frame zoo

## decrypt("h8RX 5IvI ne TAynvnAe kL")

ggplot(line_df, aes(date, rate)) +
  geom_line() + 
  facet_wrap(~ .sample, scales = "free_y", nrow = 2) +
  theme(axis.title = element_blank(),
        axis.text = element_blank())
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Case study 5  Foreign exchange rate Part 2/2
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Data coding using tidyverse suite of R packages

Slides constructed with xaringan, remark.js, knitr, and R Markdown.
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https://www.tidyverse.org/
https://github.com/yihui/xaringan
https://remarkjs.com/
http://yihui.name/knitr
https://rmarkdown.rstudio.com/
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